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There is an expression in Sepedi that says “Pinyana ge e re ping, e kwele ka ping e kgolo” (Rakoma, 

1963). This is an idiomatic expression that gestures to the idea that children do as they see and hear, 

that they take their cues from the adults in their lives. Post-colonial scholars and researchers Bagele 

Chilisa, Fiona Cram and Donna Mertens (2013) speak about indigenous knowledge and the 

importance of using indigenous languages to frame academic research. I am interested in the use of 

indigenous languages as a way to expand knowledge paradigms. Additionally, performance studies 

scholar Mark Fleishman (2009) makes the claim that “knowledge is not vertically but laterally 

integrated, formed or in constant process of formation as we move around in our environment”. 

And so, as a way of meaning making, performance is particularly appropriate to Africa. It is a way of 

knowing that challenges many knowledge orthodoxies. Through the employment of creative 

performance practice, indigenous Northern Sotho performance and the use of idioms as a site of 

oral cultural knowledge, I am interested in staging a performance demonstration that explores the 

relationship between indigenous language and creative performance practice whilst re-claiming and 

centring indigenous epistemologies in doing so.   
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